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CALL FOR PROPOSALS OPEN FOR WAK 2020 
 

 

KUCHING: What About Kuching (WAK) 2020, scheduled for this October, is now            

seeking proposal of events from those who are interested in being part of this              

month-long festival celebrating arts, culture and lifestyle. 

 

“By launching this Call for Proposal in March, they hope to have the full              

programme out by late June/early July to ensure visitors have adequate time to             

plan their visit to enjoy the great events staged in October,” said Tourism, Arts              

and Culture Minister Abdul Karim Rahman Hamzah. 

 

Speaking during the launch ceremony at The Old Court House today, Abdul            

Karim said that the success of WAK does not only lie in the hands of the creative                 

community, but also with the city as a whole. 

 

“From a footfall of slightly over 70,000 in 2017, last year’s WAK 2019 registered              

over 260,000 attendees. The number of events staged has also increased           

drastically over the years, from 75 events in 2017 to 121 last year.” 

 

He added the WAK movement really took root and gain traction since starting in              

2017, with his ministry providing reflective funding as the Main Sponsor. 



 

“As we grow, I am certain that WAK will see many more world-class acts being               

staged under its wings. This opportunity for our locals to perform side by side              

with established international acts will greatly elevate our own standards in the            

coming years,” said Abdul Karim. 

 

Also present were WAK Festival Co-Founders Donald and Marina Tan. 

 

Speaking for the co-founders, Donald said that the success of WAK is in bringing              

together creatives from all genres and creating greater networks to the benefit            

of everyone.  

 

“Now, wordsmiths can easily contact and collaborate with visual artists,          

musicians can team up with dancers, theatre directors can collaborate with           

dance choreographers, etc. The adage of ‘working in silos’ was one of the grouse              

that was sounded by our creative community pre-WAK and we are thrilled that             

WAK has managed to become the bridge to foster great camaraderie within our             

creative communities.” 

 

He added that local creative standard has also been elevated over these past             

years with more collaborations and exchanges with more established artists          

from outside of Kuching and Sarawak.  

 



 

“More of our local Kuching and Sarawak performers are regularly performing           

abroad to international audiences. To further encourage this movement, WAK          

will endeavour to forge partnerships with similar festivals overseas to foster           

meaningful artist exchange programmes.” 

 

Donald also told local creatives to give their best at WAK as they can expect               

directors and festival managers to use WAK more and more as ‘hunting ground’             

for selecting suitable performers for their own events. 

 

“Even now our Rainforest World Music Festival (RWMF) Artistic Director          

frequents WAK events to scout for suitable showcases for RWMF.” 

 

WAK 2020 also debuts an annual theme on which this year’s festival design will              

be based on. This year’s theme is ‘Play’, taking elements inspired by patterns on              

Penan baskets and breaking it down into simple shapes. By moving elements            

around and/or resizing them, the patterns are updated and modernised,          

creating a fresh new look. 

 

By the same principle, collaborators are encouraged to take a look at what they              

are doing, break it down into basic concepts and experiment with new ways of              

bringing it to this year’s audience. 

 



 

 

WAK is working closely with the Ministry of Tourism, Arts & Culture (MTAC), the              

Sarawak Tourism Board (STB), Sarawak Conventions Bureau, Sarawak Tourism         

Federation, Association of Sarawak Inbound Travel Agents and all related          

government and non-government agencies to spread the word to encourage          

greater visitor arrivals.  

 

Those who are interested in submitting their proposal can visit          

aboutkuching.com for more information. 

 

END 


